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George Mason University
Main campus is located in
Fairfax, Virginia (15 miles west
of Washington, DC), with
additional campuses in nearby
Arlington and Manassas.
Over 30,000 students are
enrolled in 160 undergraduate,
graduate, and professional
degree programs.

Music Department serves 400 undergraduate music majors, 75
graduate students; employs 75 full-time and part-time faculty; offers
majors in music performance, pedagogy, composition, education,
jazz, and conducting for B.M., M.M, D.M.A., and Ph.D. degrees.

The 320,000-square-foot Johnson Center
combines features of a library, a student union,
a technology center, an administration building,
and a shopping mall (complete with movie
theater and food court). As a “learning
commons” that blends curricular and extracurricular functions, it
was remarkably innovative in 1995 when it opened.

Johnson Center Library, one of two libraries
on the Fairfax campus, houses the complete
music, media, and education collections, as well
as undergrad-level survey and general education
collections. Fenwick Library, on the other hand,
could be considered a “research hub” and houses periodicals and
materials for more advanced graduate and faculty research and
scholarship in sciences, social sciences, and humanities.

A liaison librarian:


Subject specialist, principal contact, advocate



Solicits faculty and student input to collection development
processes



Promotes and provides classroom bibliographic instruction



Serves as a reference and research consultant



Seeks opportunities for interaction and collaboration



Attempts innovation in design and delivery of services



Actively promotes library services

Problem:

Mason Libraries has many great music resources and tools
in our print and electronic collections, but many music
students (and some faculty) are not aware of them or know
how to use them efficiently.

One solution:

Present a well-advertised series of short, informal
presentations, held in the library, that introduce, describe,
and demonstrate these resources, and model their
scholarly use.

“Drive-By, Drop-In Musicology” is born–
February, 2007

Topics of DRIVE-BY MUSICOLOGY programs


“Test-Drive the RIPM Database”



“Navigating the Open-Access, Online
Mozart Score Series”



“The Secret World of Free, InternetOnly Music Journals”



“Blast from the Past! Five Years of
Source: Music of the Avant Garde”



“Maestros in Action! Vintage Videos
of Eminent Conductors”

Conductor and Italian expatriate
Arturo Toscanini conducted Verdi’s
Hymn to the Nations for a US
propaganda film during WWII.

Topics, continued


“Classical Recordings and Scores
Delivered to YOUR Computer”



“Customizing EndNote for Music
Citations: Can It Be Done?”



“Performance Anxiety! A Biblio-DiscoVideography of Resources”



“Wide World of Facsimiles– Next-Best
Thing to Being There”



“Search-Engine Showdown: Google
Scholar vs. A& H Citation Index”

Mason Libraries’
e-subscriptions include
streaming audio and
downloadable scores.

Topics, continued
 “Leave No Stone Unturned!
Overview of Journal Article
Search and Retrieval for Music
Scholars”
 “Just Enough German, French,
and Italian to Decipher
Thematic Catalogs and Critical
Reports”
 “Free, On-line Sources of Sheet
Music: The Good, the Bad, and
the Ugly”

Reports in German are not as
daunting when one knows what
key terms to look for!

 “What is the Mellen Opera Reference Index? Should I Care?

Each semester’s series of
programs is advertised through
flyers posted on bulletin boards
in various buildings and emailed
to the music department’s
listserv;
notices of
each
program are
also included
in various
university
calendars,
and occupy
an area of
my web
page.

There is a detailed
handout for every
Drive-By, Drop-In
Musicology
program, and
some attendees
take more than
one to pass along
to others later. Call
this “invisible
outreach”— or
perhaps “guerrilla
librarianship.”
These are later
posted on my web
site.

Moving Forward 1—
Continue this series with a mix of repeated and newly-designed
programs, in spite of low turnout.
Small is not necessarily undesirable. The small-group setting
encourages interaction.
There is no dearth of topics, and the need-to-know is ongoing.
Both library management and music administration remain
supportive.
Because the series opens a window on the process of collection
development, stakeholders feel freer to make recommendations.
The series exemplifies for other liaison librarians a particular
kind of triangular engagement with patrons, subject matter, and
collections.

Moving Forward 2—
Consider re-purposing some
past and future content into
online, downloadable
tutorials or podcasts, if
appropriate.
(Face it! Many students and
scholars are less inclined
to visit the library for an
instructional program
and more inclined
to pull up content on their
computers at the push
of a button.)

Moving Forward 3—
Repurpose appropriate
programs as guest lectures in
music courses.

Above, examination of Source: Music of
the Avant Garde supplies primary
materials for discussion of aleatory music
and indeterminacy in a 20th-century music
seminar.
Left, inspection of the Choirbook for Philip
the Fair, the Roman de Fauvel, and Codex
Torino J.II.9 supplements a
medieval/Renaissance music class.

PRÉCIS:
Today's liaison librarians to university departments must be
proactive, inventive, and conspicuous- more so than subject-specialist
librarians of previous generations. In addition to engaging in
traditional collection development, bibliographic instruction, and
reference interactions, liaison librarians at George Mason University
are encouraged to become more visible and approachable by
developing outreach programs.
After deducing that many music scholars were unfamiliar with newer
tools and resources, I initiated a series of short, informational
programs entitled "Drive-By Musicology." Results after the first year
were mixed and paradoxical: there was a high level of stated interest,
but often low attendance. Continuing the series for a second and third
year, I added alternative ways to redistribute the content by posting
handouts on my web site and offering guest lectures in music
courses; I soon expect to transform some content into animated
tutorials as part of an online LibGuide. These strategies acknowledge
and counteract declining use of the library as physical space.

